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The cache ‘Car’s en Trains’ will lead you along one of the major constructions build during the realization of 

the High Speed train track between Brussel and Amsterdam. This part of the track is called ‘ The HSL-Zuid 

traject’ 

During the 2.5 km long walk you experience a nice view of the impressive traffic on the A16 en the 2 train 

tracks of the HSL-Zuid. 

Near Prinsenbeek the trains will run side by 

side with the express way A16 over 1100 

meters in a open lowered tunnel.  Above this 

tunnel near the Valdijk en Middenweg two, so 

called, ‘Stadsducten’ were built. These 

‘Stadsducten’ are about 100 meters wide and 

provide space to a road (only Valdijk), cycle 

paths, walking areas and lots of green areas. 

South of the ‘Stadsducten’ the combination of 

HSL-Zuid and the A16 will leave the open 

tunnel to pass the train track between Breda 

and Roosendaal at a height of 7 meters. After 

that point the combination will descend back to 

ground levels to pass the Belgian border.  

The cache provides 5 waypoints. At each waypoint you must answer a question. The answers are all numbers. 

With these numbers you will be able to calculate the coordinates of the cache location. 

WP1 A = The number of vertical bars 

WP2 B = In what year is the stone bench presented by the ‘Oranje Comite’ 

WP3 C = The number of the ‘Fuut’ 

WP4 D = The highest number on the blue traffic signs above the road. (look south - NOT 6000) 

WP5 E = The number of metal seats you see here. 

 

Please leave the cache carefully hidden when you leave. 

This cache was created with permission given by Mr. Lips from the city of Breda. Thanks for that. 

The final cache location can be calculated as follows :  

 


